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I started writing in 2004. The person who inspired me to write was Ben Borkan.
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(heart Torn To Peices With An Arrow Shot Through)
 
Written october 7th 2005
 
Love is an object, for better or for worse.
It is a pain but it defiantly can get worse.
Love is a chance one gets at least once.
You wound others if you dont feel enough.
Promising this can often be a lie.
Leaving them or you to walk off and cry.
Tears of Joy may follow afterwards while they're gone.
But if you think about it your left alone.
Giving love a chance takes courage and respect.
Giving it all away is a test.
Unless it makes you feel as if time has flown by.
 
 
Love can be music to your ears
Dancing, Singing, shouting out your Fears! !
Never alone again as busy as ever.
Except when your feeling under the weather.
Love makes everything taste so much better
it could even make you see food as a lie.
Depending on your personality you may feel
as if you want to die.
After Love you may feel alone.
Dieing, Crying, Hiding from everyone you used to know.
 
Talia Goldson
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Actions Are Stronger Then Words
 
The voice calls you suddenly. It starts off quit.
almost like a whistle heard from a thousand miles away.
it seems to hurt your head
once you realize the damage
it kind of gets annoying.
Almost like a buzzing fly
the problem with this is your unable to just wack it or shoo it away
it sticks to you
being reminded of such an action after recooperating starts you back on the
tracks
begging for another chance to show you can switch it around.
 
Talia Goldson
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Colors
 
Colors are a pretty place
Colors are not a disgrace
Colors are sort of fun
Colors are for everyone
 
Colors have conseded lines
Colors can make you blind
Colors are warm and are Clean
Colors won't get away from me
 
Talia Goldson
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Disapperance
 
Born with a gift
Each person is
 
An identity, a path
we believe that we all go in the direction that we choose
life expectancy doesnt allw us to proceed with all of our desirable
thrills
when something doesn't go our way
we revert back to a behavior
well known to our ancestors
There are different ways to express
but in the inside of a person its all the same
empty, pure and a mystery
Something never written down in history
What I believe can change a person
is their life experience
Driven on a path by the past generation but sneaking
around and creating a dream will in the end soon be seen
You will be known if you don't disappear
by keeping to yourself and by listening all the time to
those who you consider the leader of their time but that about now make a
difference be well known
create, design
so you'll never disappear
In the eyes of those that matter most
 
Talia Goldson
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Hey You
 
Hey You,
Yeah I am talking to you
What makes you believe You
can Just Come Around When Ever
You want
 
What makes YoU Believe I
will Do What evEr you aSk, and
Listen to everything YOU request of me
 
But Now Its My Time To Shine
                             So Listen
 
Talia Goldson
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In Your Eyes
 
In your eyes hes amazing
its almost as if your under his spell
He knows that he has caught you
The reason he is ignoring you is because he knows hes got you
Your not moving onto anyone else
So hes just living life and treating you badly cause he knows
he can get away with it
But at the same time he bothers you
To make sure you know that hes still around
 
Why your still holding on is because hes the person
who comforts you the most right now in your life
Love itself is one of the hardest things in life to find, and keep
But the fear of loosing the person you love the most is even more heartbreaking
 
The best advice I can give you is
keep your head up high
make him believe your ok without him
and just wait for things to work out in the end
........ trust me
 
Talia Goldson
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It Is What It Is
 
Desporation
Heavy breathing
panic
where am I
What have i Become
I Quiver
not with fear but confusion
Is this the end
I ask myself
Who is He
do I know Him
does He Love me
I hear a voice
but i see no face
 
 
Its firmiliar to me
Its coming back to me
All of it
I love him
He loves me
But this love could never be
A shadow during the day
A light during the night
Our hidden love shines bright
 
Talia Goldson
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Its Been A While
 
Its been a while since happiness
has been expressed through my soul
 
Its been a while since anyone has touched my
lips and told
 
Its been a while since I have
truly respected my best friends
 
Its been a while since I haven't requeted
for the end
 
Its been a while since I have respected my own pride
 
But i cant find myself from the darkness
that lives inside
 
Its been a while since
I have called your name out loud
 
For I am afraid of the consiquences
I may fall apon
 
Talia Goldson
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Just A Phone Call Away
 
In my Mind I Promised
and In My Heart I Swore
But you Were Different
Of that i am sure
 
Days Go by and I'm Still thinking Of You
I truly Wish I Could See you Tonight
You are Only A phone call Away
Miles Out of Reach
 
My life Has seemed To change
From the last time my heart was torn apart
I figured I would Always be alone
But You Made Me Realize
who I was, Who I am, And What I want
That is all you
The only Thing Keeping us apart is distance
 
Even if there is no us
I Still Feel
Thats The Only Thing That Matters
 
It Taught me how to fill the hole in my heart
It gave me a 2nd chance
I do Miss You
And I dream Tonight
That We will See each other Soon
And thats when I realize
That your Just A Phone Call Away
 
Talia Goldson
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Never Learning
 
Never learning a lesson
never caring
Never giving a shit
never glaring
 
Always taking a chance
always Daring
Always being there for others
always declaring
 
Sometimes Dosing Off
But thats ok
It teaches others to be their own person every day
 
For my sake I try
to make sure others souls dont die
For I myself have trouble
Keeping my mood stable
 
The mood swings are bad
and its truly sad
That all I can do is wait
For that time to pass
 
What is important to know is
You should never challenge me
I will hurt your feelings I wont hold back
I would advise keeping
your mouth Shut
 
Talia Goldson
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Sticking Around
 
All I ever wanted was to be happy
now it seems that hatred and grief are my expressable emotions
all I did was love another
but then pain was brought, of course!
So after being alone
I tried another relationship
This boy Loved Me
I loved him, Thats a Lie!
The feelings I felt were actually those
I felt for my past lover
I am single and depressed
and really a mess
I have made a few begin to love me
I don't understand why they try
I am not worth it
If I looked in someone elses eyes
I think I may understand
all I want is for things to go back
to when I was happy
With the Sweet Boi I once had
Beside me
 
Talia Goldson
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Ways Of Life
 
Dedicated to Ziv Biton
inspired by Ziv Biton and Mr. Coop
 
 Sight, seeing, looking, gleaming
 its all that a person can be
Listening, hearing, buzzing, silence
thats all a person may be
Talking, speaking, laughing, cheering
something many may do each day
Writing, noting, drawing, jotting
thats what people feel make their day
 
Being lucky to do all of this is an opportunity
Don't slack but push ahead
Do good for others and help each one.
Be a little selfish and care for yourself
You may care for others but don't forget
your Pride
Look up and Around but don't loose
Yourself Inside
 
 
(made during English Class 2nd period september 27 2005)
 
Talia Goldson
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Why Does It Have To Be This Way
 
Everyday I sit
and every day I pray
That this wouldn't have
to be this way
Why wont you believe me
All I do is tell the truth
When I said I loved you
You looked Confused
I didn't just say it after
you said it first
I really felt that way
but it seemed to make things worse
All I do is tell the truth
and all you do is deny
I want to fix all of this
I try and I try and I try
 
Talia Goldson
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You Aren'T The First And You Sure Aren'T My Last
 
You arn't the first and you sure are not the last to break my heart
That is actually saying to much
I love you this is true
but I'm not going to argue with you
We live in different worlds
But in away we are the same
Thats what brought us together
and thats also whats setting us apart
We had a good run thats for sure
we tried it, thats what matters here
But when you said you loved me it wasn't really clear
I know I love you I wouldn't lie
And I know my love will never die
 
I get over you after after a day
but our friendship is miles away
You can tell me what I want to hear
But what I really want is the truth
Be who you wanna be
See if I care
Just tell me if you really loved me
I may have moved on but that still bothers me
You arn't the first and you sure are not the last
To make me bring up my past
 
Talia Goldson
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